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1064 nm ns laser for post-desolvation of MALDI clusters is studied 
Laser post-desolvation is shown to increase analyte signal intensity 
Analyte fragmentation is not induced y post-desolvation of MALDI clusters 
Clusters desolvation improves MALDI Sensitivity 
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Abstract 

Despite being controversial for many years, it is now widely accepted that the Matrix Assisted Laser 

Desorption/Ionization (MALDI) process leads to the ejection of aggregates or clusters in addition to 

isolated particles and ions. Clusters composed of analyte surrounded by matrix molecules exhibit a 

distribution in size and are relatively stable. Several studies have demonstrated that these clusters do 

not necessarily fully desolvate before ion extraction, but rather progressively along the ion path. This 

leads to a decrease in analytical performances since these non-desolvated clusters do not contribute 

to the ion signal but also generate an important chemical background noise. Therefore, proper cluster 

desolvation before ion extraction in order to release naked analyte ions in the gas phase holds great 

promise of improved mass spectra sensitivity. This work presents a set-up allowing cluster 

desolvation using nanosecond pulses of a second laser that intercepts the expanding MALDI plume 

before ion extraction. 
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Introduction  

Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization (MALDI) has revolutionized the field of biomolecules 

analysis thanks to the pioneering work of Hillenkamp and Karas [1, 2]. Although very high analytical 

performances have now been reached, fundamental mechanisms governing the MALDI process are 

still not fully understood. One illustration is the very different charge distribution shown between 

MALDI and ElectroSpray Ionization (ESI) [3] despite very similar performances in terms of both 

sensitivity and molecular weight/polarity of the accessible analytes. It is then clear that a better 

understanding of these mechanisms is necessary when aiming at optimizing the MALDI source. 

Several models have been proposed to explain the features observed in the MALDI spectra. Certain 

models have focused on the desorption/ablation event [4], others have addressed in more detail the 

ionization stage [5-7], while some have considered the desorption/ionization event as a continuous 

integrated process [8-10]. Currently, the model on which instruments are designed is based on the 

hypothesis that gas phase molecules, including ions produced in MALDI, are individualized and 

separated from each other. However, because the analyte is diluted in matrix crystals during co-

crystallization and is further ejected together with the surrounding matrix molecules, a significant 

number of analyte-matrix clusters might be present in the plume. Fundamental studies [11-15] and 

numerical simulations [16-21] have gradually converged towards a comprehensive MALDI model 

including cluster formation. Numerical simulations have demonstrated the transition from a thermal 

vaporization regime, characterized by the exclusive ejection of neutrals, to a phase explosion regime 

with emission of charged compounds and clusters when laser fluence is increased. These results are 

supported by a series of experiments demonstrating the existence of these clusters using repulsive 

fields in the source during the delayed extraction [11, 12]. If cluster formation has become a model 

accepted by the community, its impact on the ionization mechanisms is still under discussion [5, 13]. 

According to the simulations, clusters are already present in the early desorption phase (<1ns after 

the laser shot) where they have a broad size distribution. The main problem raised by their presence 

is that some (possibly many) analyte ions are trapped in these complexes and are being solvated by 

matrix molecules (by analogy with the mechanisms associated with ESI). Various experiments have 

shown that the electric field applied to transfer the ions in the mass analyzer (e.g. ion traps IT, 

Orbitrap, Ion Cyclotron Resonance ICR or Time-of-Flight TOF) contributes to the desolvation of 

these complexes, which nevertheless remains incomplete. Studies using atmospheric pressure 

MALDI (AP-MALDI) sources [22] have demonstrated that clusters can be stabilized by AP relaxing 

collisions. Relaxation is then sufficient to allow for the observation of analyte molecules (M) 

clustered with matrix molecules (m), resulting in the presence of [M + nm]+ peaks in the mass spectra. 

In fact, stabilized clusters were shown to desolvate inside the heated capillary of the instrument under 
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AP-MALDI conditions, making possible the observation of multiply charged ions and thus 

reinforcing the similarity between MALDI and ESI models [23-25]. However, for high-vacuum 

MALDI, which is still the most sensitive configuration, the experiments have demonstrated that 

collisions neither effectively stabilize the clusters nor provide their full desolvation. This phenomenon 

remains a major problem for the quality of the spectra. The naked analyte ions, formed before the ion 

extraction, will be detected at a time fully defined together by the ejection parameters and the 

analytical conditions (geometry of the instrument, applied voltages, delayed extraction...). In contrast, 

there is no direct correlation between the time-of-flight and the m/z for clusters which are not fully 

desolvated before their extraction but continue to desolvate during their acceleration. Clusters with a 

broad size distribution and long desolvation time appear as unresolved signals and contribute to 

increase the (“chemical”) background noise in MALDI-TOF spectra. This phenomenon has been 

described by several authors. In particular, the work of Krutchinsky and Chait [26] has pointed out 

the existence of matrix ions or clusters in the background “noise” when performing MS/MS studies. 

Specifically, the authors demonstrated using a MALDI-IT instrument the presence of clusters for 

almost all selected mass-to-charge (m/z) values and with a lifetime significantly higher than that 

expected in MALDI-TOF. Sachon et al. [14] studied the desolvation of clusters in MALDI-TOF 

linear mode by varying the beam deflection voltage. These experiments highlighted, for two different 

matrices, the existence of a slow component compatible with the hypothesis of desolvation occurring 

in the source. The same authors showed that the analyte ion was the main fragment released when 

portions of “chemical background noise” above the analyte m/z value were selected for subsequent 

MS/MS studies. All these studies have demonstrated the limitation of a gradual and partial cluster 

desolvation during analysis, which results ultimately in a reduced spectral quality due to a concurrent 

increase in background noise and decrease in analyte signal, especially for high-mass analytes such 

as proteins. Therefore, achieving full cluster desolvation before their transfer into the analyzer 

(especially during the delayed extraction occurring before the acceleration for conventional MALDI-

TOF systems) should improve spectral quality. More specifically, spectral sensitivity should be 

increased because of the rise in analyte signal intensity accompanied by the reduction in background 

noise. 

The aims of this study are twofold: first is to develop and test a system that achieves more efficient 

cluster desolvation during the MALDI process, and second is to observe the effects of such a post-

desolvation on MALDI signals. Taking into account the prominent role of MALDI-TOF systems for 

analytical purposes, we have developed a system based on a commercial instrument. To achieve 

effective cluster desolvation on a short time scale (shorter than the extraction delay, i.e. few hundred 

nanoseconds at most) we use a second pulsed laser beam which intercepts the expanding plume 
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perpendicularly in the vicinity of the sample plate surface. The effect of various experimental 

parameters on the analyte, matrix and cluster signals has been investigated. 

 

Material &Methods 

Chemicals 

HPLC grade water, ACN and TFA were purchased from BioSolve (Valkenswaard, The Netherlands). 

Standard calibration peptides Bradykinin (Mw = 1060.2 u.) and ACTH 18-39 (Mw=2465.7 u.), as 

well as the -cyano 4-hydroxycinnamic acid matrix (HCCA, Mw=189.2 u.) were purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich (Saint-Quentin Fallavier, France) and used without further purification. 

 

Sample preparation 

Peptides were dissolved in water to prepare solutions at 5. 10-6 M for both analytes. The HCCA matrix 

solution was prepared just before the experiments by dissolving 10 mg/mL of HCCA in 0.1% TFA 

in water:ACN (7:3, v/v). The sample was prepared according to the dried droplet method. Briefly, 

1µL of matrix solution and 1 µL of analyte were mixed onto the MALDI sample plate. The sample 

was then left at room temperature and normal pressure conditions until co-crystallization of the 

matrix/analyte system.  

 

MALDI-TOF MS instrument 

The laser post-desolvation setup was installed on a commercial MALDI-TOF (Voyager Elite system 

upgraded to STR, PerSeptive Biosystems, Framingham, MA). The instrument is equipped with a 

delay extraction system and a single stage reflectron, and can be operated both in linear and reflectron 

modes. The laser used on this instrument is a pulsed N2 laser (=337 nm) with a 3 ns pulse width at 

a repetition rate of 3 Hz. Two adjacent stages are used for delayed extraction-ion acceleration in the 

instrument [27]. The N2 laser is focused at 45° incidence, with an irradiation spot of roughly 200 µm 

size on the sample plate. A neutral density filter placed on the laser beam path outside the chamber 

insures the control of the delivered laser energy. The maximum output laser energy is 200 µJ/pulse, 

this is decreased to 5-15 µJ/pulse using the filter for MALDI experiments. Inside the vacuum chamber 

the sample plate is inserted in a support mounted on an automatic (x, y) plate allowing sample motion 

under the N2 laser beam. A camera (placed at 45° with respect to the TOF axis) is used to monitor the 

sample during experiments.  

Experiments are performed by working just above the laser energy threshold allowing analyte ion 

observation. Conventional MALDI MS spectra of the standard peptides are recorded using both the 

delayed extraction and reflectron in positive mode. During the delay time td, the first (sample plate) 
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and second electrodes are fixed to 23 kV. After td, the first electrode is switched to a total acceleration 

of 25 kV and the second electrode is kept to 23 kV. td is adjusted in the range 0-200 ns to provide the 

highest spectral resolution for the used analyte. It must be noticed that a supplementary electronic 

delay of 180 ns must be taken into account. Signal at the detector is monitored during the acquisition 

using a 500 MHz digitizing oscilloscope (2 ns resolution, Tektronix TD520). Recorded spectra are 

the average of a fixed number of individual spectra (500 laser shots) obtained while moving regularly 

the sample under the laser beam to achieve good statistics. Recorded spectra are then processed using 

the Data Explorer v5.0 software.  

 

Setup of the desolvation laser 

A second laser was added on the commercial MALDI-TOF instrument for the purpose of 

matrix/analyte cluster desolvation. The laser has to be chosen so that it induces the dissociation of 

matrix clusters and avoids gas phase post-ionization in the meantime [28, 29]. Accordingly, we used 

a ns pulsed Nd:YAG laser emitting at 1064 nm (Brillant B, Quantel). Taking into account the 

ionization potential of the irradiated species (typically 8-9 eV), eight photons are generally required 

to ionize them, which is highly unlikely in the fluence range used (~320-3200 J/m², corresponding to 

1-10 mJ/pulse). The second laser was implemented on the side of the instrument allowing the laser 

beam to enter the source chamber through a newly mounted quartz window. Beam alignment was 

obtained using two 45° mirrors and beam collimation to a 2 mm diameter insured via a telescope 

setup (Figure 1A). The optical path was set so that the desolvation laser beam enters the source 

chamber between the sample and the first acceleration grid, since during the delayed extraction time 

td the ions are not accelerated (electric field null in the first extraction stage of the source). Ideally, 

the desolvation laser beam should intercept the MALDI plume in the earlier stage of the 

desorption/ionization process, just above and parallel to the sample surface and before ions are 

accelerated. If we consider an average initial axial velocity of 500 m/s for HCCA matrix [27, 30-32], 

the plume material will travel an average of 90 µm for 180 ns delayed extraction time and 500 µm if 

the delay is increased to 1000 ns. Therefore, it is crucial that the laser beam intercepts the plume as 

close as possible to the sample surface. However, the fact that the second laser entrance window and 

the sample plate are not in a perfect line of sight, along with the short length of the first acceleration 

stage (2.8 mm) require the laser beam to be slightly tilted (Figure 1B). In this configuration, the laser 

beam hits the edge of the sample plate. A careful alignment of the 1064 nm laser beam makes sure 

that the laser hits only the stainless-steel plate and not the MALDI sample. In addition, such 

irradiation of the stainless-steel plate shows no effect on our studies, since no signal is detected in the 

mass spectrometer as long as the 337 nm MALDI laser is turned off. 
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Synchronization of the MALDI (337 nm) and desolvation (1064 nm) laser pulses was realized 

through a 4-channel digital delay pulse generator (Stanford Research System DG 535) controlling the 

flash lamp (T0), the N2 laser irradiation pulse (T0+t), and the Q-Switch of the Nd:YAG laser (T0+t+t’). 

A frequency divider was added to decrease the N2 laser repetition rate for its synchronization with 

the Nd:YAG laser, which also decreases the MS instrument duty cycle. The synchronization sequence 

is presented on Figure 2. During the experiments, 10-100 ns N2 – Nd:YAG time delays (t’) were 

studied since t’<td. In order to provide enough time and space for the MALDI plume to develop while 

enabling a good interaction between the MALDI plume and the post-desolvation laser, we operated 

with td =280 ns.  

 

Results 

The properties (density, composition, dimension, temperature,...) of the MALDI plume evolve 

spatially and temporally. It is therefore very important to trigger the desolvation laser in such a way 

that the interaction between the plume and the laser pulse is optimized to intercept the largest possible 

part of the plume and promote desolvation. We thus first investigated the delay between the laser 

pulse promoting the MALDI process and the laser set up for the desolvation experiments. Figure 3 

displays the evolution of the analyte signal [M+H]+ with the delay between the two laser pulses. A 

clear increase in the intensity of the protonated ions of both Bradykinin (Figure 3A) and ACTH 18-

39 (Figure 3B) peptides is evidenced from t’=20 ns up to 100 ns. For both peptides, over a 2-fold 

increase in signal intensity is observed. This demonstrates a beneficial interaction between the 

desolvation laser beam and the plume. Assuming an average plume initial velocity of about 500 m/s 

and about 1000 m/s for the plume front, and neglecting the time required to establish this velocity, 

one can roughly estimate that at t’=20 ns the front plume is localized only 20 µm away from the 

surface of the irradiated sample at the farthest, and the “center” of the plume at about 10 µm. For 

t’=100 ns the plume front is expected to be located 100 µm above the sample surface and the plume 

“center” at about 50 µm. Since the plume velocity is only weak at the beginning of the expansion and 

increases to reach a plateau [33], herein above are the maximum distances that we can expect. These 

distances are very small compared to the diameter of the desolvation beam (2 mm). Thus, for t’=20 

ns, we assume that only the front of the plume interacts with the Nd:YAG laser beam. One can 

therefore expect that the interaction increases for longer times, which is actually observed in the 

spectra recorded for a delay between the two lasers of t’=80 and 100 ns. The evolution of the signals 

corresponding to the [m+H]+ and [2m+H]+ matrix ions contrasts with that of the analytes (Figure 4): 

the intensity of the matrix peaks varies little over the studied delay range (or in absence of the 

desolvation beam). More specifically, the [m+H]+ matrix ion shows a slight decrease of intensity until 
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a 40 ns time delay between the two lasers is reached and the [2m+H]+ protonated dimer ion is roughly 

constant over the time range studied. Therefore, the matrix ions show only little effect of the 

desolvation beam, at least for the selected fluence of 3200 J/m². This demonstrates that efficient 

conditions of interaction between the desolvation laser and the MALDI plume can be obtained.  

To deepen our understanding of the observed mechanism, the effect of the desolvation laser fluence 

Fd was studied for different delays between the triggering of the two lasers. Figure 5 shows the 

evolution of the [M+H]+ ion signal of Bradykinin in the mass spectra for three laser fluences and for 

a delay of 80 ns between the two laser pulses. A steady increase in the signal intensity of this ion up 

to Fd 3200 J/m² (highest fluence used in this study) is observed. Importantly, it must be noted that 

the increase in peak intensity is not accompanied by a deterioration of the spectral resolution. The 

average intensities of the Bradykinin peaks obtained at different fluences and delays are plotted in 

Figure 6A. A clear increase in signal intensity is observed above Fd1000 J/m², which strengthens 

for the highest delay between the two laser i.e. for 80 and 100 ns. Specifically, at Fd3200 J/m² and 

for the shortest delays (t’=20 and 50 ns) the peak recorded is about twice as intense as the peak 

recorded at zero fluence, i.e. in the absence of the desolvation laser pulse. For the longest delays t’=80 

and 100 ns, the peak grows to being about 3 times higher than that recorded at zero fluence. A similar 

trend is observed for the ACTH 18-39 as shown in Figure 6B. Similarly to Bradykinin, an increase 

of the ion signal is observed when increasing the fluence of the desolvation laser. Again the intensity 

of the peak is maximum at the highest desolvation fluence i.e. Fd 3200 J/m². At this fluence, a 2-

fold increase (with respect to the signal recorded without post-desolvation) is observed (depending 

on the delay t’ between the lasers), which is slightly lower than the increase recorded for Bradykinin. 

This might indicate that desolvation is more difficult for higher molecular weight, ACTH 18-39 

molecular weight being more than twice that of Bradykinin. This is well in line with studies 

demonstrating the increase of cluster size with analyte molecular weight [14]. The evolution of the 

intensity of the peaks corresponding to the [m+H]+ and [2m+H]+ signals of matrix ions is again 

radically different (Figure 7). For both ions a 2-fold decrease is first observed up to Fd=1500 J/m². 

Above this value, the matrix signal is again increasing. Again the [m+H]+ matrix ion seems more 

affected by the post-desolvation process than [2m+H]+. 

 

Discussion 

For all experimental conditions investigated in this work a similar desolvation trend is observed. A 

significant increase in analyte signal intensity is observed above Fd=1000 J/m² for all delays between 

the two lasers. Matrix ions show a less marked dependence on the desolvation laser fluence, slightly 

decreasing at low fluence and leveling at higher fluences. The clear effect of the desolvation laser on 
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the analyte ion signals is in line with a cluster model for MALDI. Indeed, most of the observations 

can be explained in a model of cluster desolvation during the field free expansion of the MALDI 

plume. At the maximum desolvation fluence used in this study (3200 J/m2), a 2 to 3-fold increase in 

intensity is observed for the analyte signal whereas the peak width remains strictly unchanged. This 

suggests the absence of metastable fragmentation in the field-free region. This is in favor of an 

effective cluster desolvation while preserving the analyte from fragmentation. MALDI clusters are 

expected to be composed of an analyte surrounded by a large number of matrix molecules. Previous 

studies [11, 12, 14, 34] suggest that the number of matrix molecules forming the clusters increases 

with the molecular weight of the analyte. This might explain the lower signal intensity increase 

observed for ACTH18-39 (Mw=2465.7 u.) compared to Bradykinin (Mw=1060.2 u.) even when 

using a desolvation fluence of 3200 J/m². A larger number of matrix molecules would require more 

laser energy to be efficiently removed from the cluster. 

In addition, no significant increase in intensity for matrix ions and no new ion fragments are observed 

in the spectra. This concurs with no significant analyte fragmentation during plume expansion before 

ion extraction. In contrast, the slight decrease of the matrix [m+H]+ ion signal at low fluence could 

be associated with fragmentation processes of a small proportion of the matrix ions. However, at 

higher fluences, for which an increase in the analyte signal is observed, the matrix signal tends to go 

back to its initial level. This trend supports a desolvation model releasing free analytes but also matrix 

ions. In this view, the desolvation could progressively compensate for matrix fragmentation and thus 

explain the change in behavior observed for the matrix signal, which first decreases before increasing. 

We could also hypothesize, since we do not observe any features in the spectra supporting a 

fragmentation process, that desolvation might prevent reneutralization of the analyte ions inside the 

clusters, which would be in agreement with the lucky survivor model [13-15]. 

According to the desolvation model, natural cluster desolvation and cluster collisions within the 

plume with neutrals result in partial to possibly complete cluster desolvation. The change in cluster 

sizes during ion acceleration, especially for m/z above that of the analyte, should yield in the end a 

signal that is diluted in the background spectra (the so-called chemical noise), and should herein 

increase the chemical background associated with the analyte signal. Consequently, the use of a post-

desolvation laser should reduce the chemical noise. Yet, after careful examination of the spectra, 

notably the m/z region above the analyte signals, we could not evidence any particular change in the 

background. Therefore, if the desolvation process increases in our experiments, it is likely that this 

process is far from being complete for all clusters. It is, however, possible that the decrease of the 

background noise might be observed over a range of m/z higher than that recorded [14] or is too weak 

to be evidenced. Finally, the increase of the analyte signal by fast desolvation after 

desorption/ionization could also indicate that a higher number of analytes are ionized in the early 
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beginning of the desorption and would be reneutralized within the clusters. This would be in line with 

simulations and experiments showing that laser irradiation results in the ejection of a mixture of 

individual molecules and molecular aggregates of different sizes [35]. The aggregates require further 

desolvation to release naked analyte ions. This also indicates that fast desolvation of clusters is 

favorable to achieve a better sensitivity. This hypothesis is supported by the increased sensitivity 

reached (at the expense of lower mass resolution) in the continuous extraction mode compared to the 

delayed extraction, where in the former configuration clusters are immediately accelerated and tend 

to desolvate through collisions in the dense plume. 

 

Conclusion & Outlook 

These preliminary studies show that MALDI signals are affected by the use of a post-desolvation IR 

laser. The results demonstrate a beneficial effect of early cluster desolvation on the analyte signal, 

which brings about a 2-fold increase in intensity using a fluence of 3200 J/m² at 1064 nm. Regarding 

the matrix, signal evolution with increasing laser fluence suggests that desolvation competes with 

fragmentation. There would be then a threshold, under which fragmentation dominates and induces 

the decrease of the matrix peaks in the mass spectrum, and above which cluster desolvation 

compensates for matrix ion fragmentation. The analyte signals seem not to be affected by the 

fragmentation processes, probably because of their lower concentration in the plume and the 

concomitant buffer effect played by matrix molecules. Therefore, we have shown that the release of 

analyte ions during cluster desolvation significantly improves the sensitivity of the MALDI 

technique. 

This scenario has to be confirmed by increasing the fluence range tested, and by testing the 

desolvation effect on heavier analytes such as proteins (e.g. Bovine Serum Albumin). Studies 

involving other laser sources (different wavelengths, pulse durations etc.) could also be carried out in 

order to amplify the desolvation effect observed or to improve basic understanding of the mechanisms 

involved. Generally, desolvation requires an energy transfer to the irradiated clusters. This transfer is 

more effective if the clusters (or the matrix monomer) present an absorption band which coincides 

with the desolvation laser wavelength. The experiments described here were conducted with a laser 

which does not satisfy this requirement. Desolvation is then achieved via a purely thermal process 

whose performance is directly related to the laser fluence employed. A natural extension of this work 

would be to replicate these experiments with more suitable wavelengths, e.g. in the 2.9 - 3.4 µm 

spectral range that is in coincidence with the intense O-H, C-H or N-H stretching vibrational bands 

present in most of the commonly used matrices. This range of wavelength is reachable using a tunable 
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IR optical parametric oscillator, such as the one we already used in our group for IR laser resonant 

desorption of organic molecules embedded in ice matrices [31-35].  
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Figure Captions 

 

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the setup realized (top views) for cluster desolvation adding a 

second pulsed laser (Nd:YAG pulsed, 1064 nm). Representation of (A) the laser setup and (B) the 

laser beam path inside the ion source chamber.  

 

Figure 2: Synchronization time sequence and apparatuses used for the pulsed laser with respect to 

the MALDI laser and the delay extraction system equipping the instrument. 

 

Figure 3: Evolution of the signal intensity of the [M+H]+ ion of the peptides (A) Bradykinin and (B) 

ACTH 18-39 with respect to the delay t' between the MALDI laser and the desolvation laser. The 

fluence of the desolvation laser is set to 3200 J/m². 

 

Figure 4: Evolution of the signal intensity of the matrix (A) [m+H]+ and (B) [2m+H]+ ion with respect 

to the delay t' between the MALDI laser and the desolvation laser. The fluence of the desolvation 

laser is set to 3200 J/m². 

 

Figure 5: MALDI mass spectra of Bradykinin recorded for 0, 400, 1600, 3200 J/m2 desolvation 

fluences. The delay between the MALDI laser and desolvation laser pulses is set to 80 ns. 

 

Figure 6: Evolution of the signal intensity of the [M+H]+ ion of the peptides (A) Bradykinin and (B) 

ACTH (18-39) with respect to the desolvation laser fluence for different delays between the MALDI 

laser and the desolvation laser 

 

Figure 7: Evolution of the signal intensity of the matrix (A) [m+H]+ and (B) [2m+H]+ ion with 

respect to the desolvation laser energy for different delays between the MALDI laser and the 

desolvation laser. 
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